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ABSTRACT 

 

Boy or girl? – No, it´s a child! 

Parents´ Motives to Sex Determine their Unborn Children 

 

The aim of this magister thesis is to examine the motives behind parents´ choice to sex 

determine their children, or not, at routine ultrasound examination (RUL). The analysed 

empirical data consists of 261 responding questionnaires written by expecting parents. My 

conclusions are that the motives behind parents’ choice can reflect their view of sex as binary 

or analog. Many parents sex determine their unborn children in order for preparing their rooms, 

clothes and toys to correlate with the heterosexual matrix. Girls get pink and boys blue, but the 

colours are of course only the visible part of how children are sexed as social construction. 

Some parents are experiencing a peer pressure and quite a few parents are influenced by the 

midwife performing the RUL to chose to sex determine their child. The most common motive 

to abstain from sex determining the child at RUL is after all to make gender the big happening 

at birth. Parents prepare to raise – not a child – but a boy or girl. 

 

 

 

Keywords: sex determine, children, routine ultrasound examination (RUL), binary gender, 

midwife 
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INTRODUCTION 

The subject of this thesis is to, by a questionnaire, examine the arguments put forward by 

parents to sex determine, or not, their unborn babies. With a social constructivist point of view 

on sex/gender most societies affect people from childhood on, to create themselves as gendered 

into one of the two binary accepted sexes. Even if Sweden is considered gender equal, gay 

friendly and discussions are held to introduce a third juridical sex there still is a heteronormative 

hegemonical discourse over all (Eriksson 2019). A lot of people are in various degrees provoked 

by the gender neutral Swedish pronomenon hen (a complement to she and he) and by the 

discussion of a third – or even multiple – sex(-es). People who acts cross gendering, genderfluid 

or non-heterosexual in any way are often harassed and/or subdued by family and friends to fit 

in to the normative view of sex and gender. The hegemonical discourse of course contributes 

to parents´ anxiety regarding their children. Parents who wants the best for their children are 

from different perspectives increasing or decreasing the impact of these expectations on the 

child, but all parents are exposed to the hang-up of society to some extent.  

 

The first question when a child is born is often the one about sex. The linguist Shirley Näslund´s 

doctoral thesis reveals that sex is discursively prioritized and focused already during a baby´s 

first minutes (2013). And from the answer, and on, the child has to deal with society´s normative 

illusions of what is possible and impossible to perform as associated to that sex. At the same 

time, we are overwhelmed with stories of people identifying themselves as non-gender, non-

binary, intergender, intersexual, transsexual, genderqueer etc. Media is filled with narratives of 

gender confirmatory treatments while medical science and legal systems are challenged by the 

rapid development regarding sex/gender. Still children are sex determined unconditionally into 

the binary gender system that prevails in many contemporary societies.  

 

Since the technical development and use of ultrasound have made it possible to examine the 

genitals during fetal stage it has become conceivable to gender children even before they are 

born. But the issue of sex determination is way more complex than a quick glance at genitals at 

a routine ultrasound examination (RUL) or at birth. The surrounding social context determines 

the way in which the child is gendered according to the norms prevailing in a particular society. 

Norms determine how gender is regulated at all levels – even for example, legally and 

medically. In Sweden, about 20 children are born each year, which cannot immediately be sexed 

based on the medical and legal definitions that prevail. Legally, only two sexes – girl or boy – 

are acknowledged, and according to the medical criteria for these two categories, every 

newborn is not possible to sex determine (Socialstyrelsen [The National Board of Health and 

Welfare] 2017). Instead of recognizing/accepting these children as they are born, they are 

investigated and diagnosed with Disorders of Sex Development (DSD) so that they can be 

assigned a gender identity based on one of the two possible prevalence in the gender system. 

Surgical procedures are then often used to make the genitals "more like the sex the child has 

been assigned" (Socialstyrelsen 2017, foreword). 
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AIM AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The aim of this thesis is to study the motives behind the choice made by expecting parents in 

Sweden, to sex determine their unborn child or not, during the routine ultrasound examination 

(RUL) and what role friends/family and the midwife, performing the RUL, have in this process. 

Parents' motives are in focus and based on the background described – including incoherence 

between prevailing definitions of sex – it is the parent´s own utterances that make up the 

empirics. The research questions are: 

 

• How do parents in Sweden motivate their choice to sex determine their unborn child, or 

not, during routine ultrasound scan (RUL)?  

• What role did the midwife and expectations from friends and family have on the 

choice according to the parents? 

• How can the motives be understood in relation to parent’s knowledge about that all 

children cannot be sexed by a visual examination of the genitals? 

BACKGROUND 

PRENATAL DIAGNOSTICS AND SEX 
In the end of 1970s ultrasound was introduced in Sweden to monitor high-risk pregnancies and 

during the 80s ultrasound examination became administered to all women during the 18:th week 

of pregnancy (Medibas 2018). The benefits of a general routine ultrasound examination (RUL) 

are debated by medical researchers. Claims are made that there are no medical science proving 

benefits such as an increased number of live born babies or diminished morbidity of the children 

at birth, while for example Conner & Malcus in a more recent article discuss gains made within 

risk pregnancies by the examination (Conner & Malcus 2017, Statens beredning för medicinsk 

och social utvärdering [SBU] 2006). For example, Mats Halldin writes in an article about SBU's 

conclusion (2013): 

 

In 2006, the Swedish Agency for Health Technology Assessment and Assessment of Social 

Services (Statens beredning för medicinsk utvärdering (SBU)), performed a literature review 

on early fetal diagnostics. It was concluded that there is no research documenting any health 

benefits of offering all pregnant routine ultrasound examinations in early pregnancy. 

However, early ultrasound can make it easier to detect the risk of chromosomal abnormalities 

(eg Down's syndrome) and to detect multiple pregnancy. (Halldin 2013) 

 

Despite the lack of consensus within medical research, all pregnant women were continuingly 

offered a routine ultrasound examination (RUL) between pregnancy week 13 and 20 (Medibas 

2018). There are no ethical discussions to find where this decision is challenged. Just recently 

a first article was published of statistics on how parents relate to finding out the sex 

determination of their expected child and their interest in sex selective abortion (Andersson 

2016, Larsson et al 2017). In 2009 a debate sparked in Nordic media and medical ethics 

associations about sex selective abortion (Johannisson & Ohlsson 2009). In 1995 the Swedish 

abortion law changed by moving forward the time limit for free abortion from until pregnancy 

week 12 to week 18. This change combined with the development of fetal diagnostics 
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constitutes a potential prenatal sex selection. Ultrasound makes it possible to determine the sex 

of the fetus from approximately the 14:th pregnancy week while abortion is legally available 

until the 18:th week without motivation (SFS 1974:595). Inquiries were made to try to stop this 

possibility but a number of factors viewed the complexity in such efforts. Criminalizing prenatal 

sex selection would require restrictions in the rights to free abortion. To legally restrict parents´ 

right to sex determine their fetus by ultrasound would not prohibit them to do it since the 

development of fetal diagnostics have made it possible to do home tests (Svärdkrona 2007). For 

example, the home test called Pink or Blue – the Early Gender Test is a blood test expecting 

mothers can order by a web shop and take at home after only seven weeks of pregnancy 

(Consumer Genetics 2018). 

Contemporary Routines of RUL 

Today the Routine ultrasound examination (RUL) are performed between pregnancy week 18 

and 20 (1177.se 2018). The purpose of the examination is to set an estimated date of birth, to 

ensure the growth of the fetus, to count the number of fetuses, to monitor the heart and other 

organs, to position the placenta and to estimate the amount of fetal water (1177.se 2018, 

Medibas 2018). The recommendations by Swedish Radiation Safety Authority regarding 

pregnancy is not to use ultrasound for sex determination of unborn children unless it is 

medically justified (Strålsäkerhetsmyndigheten 2018). Nevertheless, the issue of gender is 

included in the information for the expecting parents before the RUL examination, explained 

as it may be possible to see the fetus genitals as "snippa or snopp" (female or male) but that 

there is no medical reason to examine them (1177.se 2019). The parents also get to know that 

it is the person who carries out the examination (midwife or doctor) that determines whether 

the parents can get an answer to the question of gender if they want to. 

DEFINITIONS AND DISTINCTIONS OF SEX AND GENDER 

Gender/Sex 

The term or concept gender was introduced by the cultural anthropologist Gayle S. Rubin and 

is historically used as a way to separate socio-cultural understandings of sex from the biological 

(1975). The normative view of what sex means was made visible by this separation. Later, 

gender theorists have shown that even the biological understanding of sex and bodies is 

contaminated by cultural perceptions of what sex should be (Butler 1990, 1993, 1998. 

Longhurst 2001. et al). Today many researchers, within different fields, agree that sex/gender 

is complex. This has made the use of the terms gender and sex even more important to define 

since different understandings now are used cross disciplinary. In this thesis gender and sex are 

used identically. If there is a distinction between socio-cultural and biological, judicial or other 

understanding of the terms aiming in this text it will be clarified in every particular case. 

Legal Definitions of Sex 

The legal definition of sex or gender is governed by national law. Different states have a various 

number of legal sexes. Most common is a binary sex system with two legal sexes – woman or 

man – but several countries use a non-binary system with at least three legal sexes where the 

third sex is defined in some different ways. In Pakistan for example, the acknowledgement of 
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a third legal sex is partly caused by old religious traditions of hijras – a sex that has been socially 

recognized at least since the 17th century (Maizland 2017). In Germany, the background of 

acknowledging a third sex is rather based on a definition of sex as something socially 

constructed and inconstant. Because sex is regulated in a number of social constructions such 

as civil status law and medically definitions, German legislator means that a person´s possibility 

to develop a personality and gender identity will be better protected with an “inter” or “diverse” 

alternative to only “female” or “male” gender which is historically used 

(Bundesverfassungsgericht 2017, 2019). Swedish legislation uses a binary sex system and 

defines legal sex as either “man” or “woman” based on the somewhat insufficient explanation: 

the biological sex. 

 

In legal terms, there are two sexes. 1 All children born are assigned one of two legal sexes, 

based on their biological gender. The legal sex is the gender registered in the population 

register. (SOU 2014:91 p 54) 

Socio-Cultural Definitions of Sex 

Many researchers in different disciplines today agree that gender cannot be explained as simply 

as it is mentioned in the Swedish legislation "the biological sex" without it having to be 

understood even in relation to a surrounding context (SOU 2014:91 p 54). Socio-cultural 

definitions of sex and gender includes various numbers of areas depending on the societal 

context. Biological definition of sex is one of these areas. Legal definition is another. Whether 

a society has a single-sex model, two-sex model, three-sex model or a model with additional 

sex/gender, the surrounding society affects individuals' ability to create their gender identity. 

For example, in western societies a common socio-cultural view of gender is the one that Judith 

Butler defined as the Heterosexual Matrix, further presented in the paragraph on the theoretical 

framework. Other examples of socio-cultural definitions of sex is the Navajo gender system 

with five genders, the Native American two-spirit people and the tree-gender system with 

women men and Hijras in Pakistan mentioned in previous chapter (Jacobs, Thomas & Lang 

1997, Maizland 2017) 

Medical Definitions of Sex and Anomaly   

In connection with the definition of the terms of gender and sex in the preceding paragraphs, it 

is important to also problematize the concept of biological sex. Since even the medical 

definitions of sex have been made by researchers who themselves live in a certain social 

context, these definitions must also be understood as socio-cultural delimited. There is no 

concept like bodily sex beyond biological interpretations since biology itself does not do 

classification, humans do (Butler 1990, Thurén 2003 et al). With that in mind, we can 

understand the medical definition of binary sex as a heteronormative conception and anomalies 

as something deviant, the designation of the others, that defines the categories of woman and 

man/girl and boy as the norm. 

                                                             

1 Prop. 2007/08:95, s. 112. The footnote used in the original text refers to a government bill 

(Regeringskansliet) page 112. 
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Disorders of Sex Development (DSD) 

Every new-born (or fetus) cannot be medically sexed as either a girl or a boy by their external 

genitals. The visible reproduction organs do not always corelate with the inner ones, hormones 

etc. Or, the external genitals are not possible to gender as either or. Because the medical 

boundaries of sexes are made in this way, they do not include all naturally occurring bodies. A 

result of that is that children who do not match one of the classifications girl or boy are defined 

as being abnormal; they are diagnosed with Disorder (s) of Sex Development (DSD) or intersex 

conditions. Beyond these newborns even teenagers and adults can be diagnosed with DSD.  

 
Disorder of sex development (DSD) may refer to a person's sex chromosomes, sex glands or 

genitals. The states are heterogeneous as a group considered. They have different causes, 

symptoms and severity and can be detected during childhood, puberty or adulthood. The 

conditions that cause the influence on the outer genitals are usually detected at birth and can 

sometimes mean that the child's biological sex cannot be immediately determined. 

(Socialstyrelsen 2017 p 11) 

 

In Sweden, for example, about 20 children are born each year, whose sex are investigated by a 

DSD-team. The children are investigated promptly in order to be assigned a gender 

(Socialstyrelsen 2017). Surgical procedures are performed in some DSD diagnoses in order to 

shape children's genitals. Operations are done not only because it can be motivated medically 

but also in some cases to calm the children's parents. Worth noting is that motives for certain 

procedures lack scientific basis according to guidelines issued by Socialstyrelsen: "Early 

cosmetic interventions like this reduce the parents' stress and improve their emotional 

connection to the child, however, it is noted that a scientific basis for the assumption is lacking" 

(2017 p 25). The issue of DSD is complex since children who cannot be assigned a sex in 

accordance with the prevailing norm risk being stigmatized, something that healthcare 

providers and parents obviously need to take into account in the decisions taken on the 

children's treatment. 

Gender Dysphoria 

The diagnosis that can be made by doctors, of young people or adults who feel that the body 

and the gender affiliation do not agree, is called Gender Dysphoria. It is a psychiatric diagnosis 

which is increasingly challenged with motives such that the issue of perceived gender identity 

should not be pathologized (Frisén, Rydelius & Söder 2017). In Sweden, however, the number 

of patients being investigated with the aim of getting treatment to achieve congruence between 

the body and the person's perceived gender affiliation increases (Könsdysforiregistret 2017). 

This area is strongly under-researched, but Frisén, Rydelius & Söder suggests that the large 

increase in the number of people diagnosed with gender dysphoria probably cannot be 

explained by only biological causes: 

 

The reason is unknown, but it has been speculated about whether it can be due to 

environmental factors, increased access to care, increased knowledge (via the 

internet), generally increased openness and attention in society for issues relating to 

gender identity and gender expression, reduced stigma or that identity development 

today, to a greater extent also includes the gender identity (Frisén, Rydelius & Söder 

2017).  
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METHODOLOGY 

COURSE OF ACTION 
The empirics for this study consist of parents’ statements and utterances about their view of 

unborn, and new born, babies’ sex and related issues. It is gathered, by a questionnaire posted 

on social media, asking expecting, or new parents, of their choice to determine the sex of their 

unborn child – or not – during the routine ultrasound examination (RUL). To get the highest 

possible response rate the questionnaire was adapted for mobile phones on account of the 

assumption that expecting, or new parents, more often use their smart phones than computers 

for participation in social media. By using Google Form, the questionnaire was created to fit 

social media, smart phones and to attract parents with an easy and initiated language. The 

questionnaire consists of two yes/no questions and eight open questions where the informants 

are asked to write a lot. In the first two questions the informants are asked if they have made a 

routine ultrasound examination (RUL) and if they have chosen to ask of the baby´s sex during 

the examination. Except yes- or no-answers there is an alternative to wright something else. 

The first question was a way to eliminate informants who was not initiated in the issue of sex 

determination. The second yes- or no-question gave some else answers as informants´ own 

statements about asking, or not, of the baby´s sex. As “else” informants tell of midwifes asking 

if they wanted to know, or how they have chosen different regarding the first child and the 

latter. In the last eight questions the informants are asked to write about their own thoughts of 

unborn babies’ sex, about the conversation with the midwife/obstetrician during the RUL and 

also about other people´s expectations of sex determining unborn children. The length of the 

answers varies from one word to over two hundred per question. Some informants write more 

than others and there are also differences in length between different informants and different 

questions depending on what engages the informants most. One or two sentences is most 

common. The questionnaire was originally posted on my own Facebook profile, inviting friends 

and others to share and beyond my control to monitor. Though I was told it was shared into at 

least two, so called closed, groups consisting of expecting, or newborn, parents. Instantly after 

posting the questionnaire, completed answers started to enter my inbox. Three days later there 

were 248 responses. During the following five days period there were only thirteen additional 

answers entering why I choose to draw the limit for gathering by then, with totally 261 filled in 

questionnaires. The choice to gather empirical data in this way was based on the assumption 

that the informants are more likely to share their thoughts with an investigation if they feel that 

they are doing it voluntarily and in easy-to-use forms. The subject is after all their own child, 

which engages most expecting and new parents. Furthermore, the parents who have been 

reached by the questionnaire through Facebook have themselves chosen to participate in these 

groups where pregnancy and children are discussed, why there is a reason to assume that they 

are even more likely to share their thoughts. Allowing the informants to remain anonymous is 

another conscious choice. Anonymity increases the chance of honest and more detailed answers 

to the questionnaire (Singer, Von Thurn & Miller 1995). With this way of making selection of 

informants, there is of course a risk of missing out on groups of parents with another social 

pattern where they either do not participate in social media or choose not to respond to surveys. 
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Another risk, of course, is that some of the informants only pretends to belong to the addressed 

target group when the answers have been submitted completely anonymously. This aspect is 

taken under account, but based on the breadth and the big amount of answers that have come 

in, it is unlikely that such informants had significantly affected the outcome of the study. 

Another conscious choice I made is designing the questionnaire to get the informants feel safe 

and be willing to share thoughts they already had been thinking, in order not to get answers 

they feel pressured to formulate based on the questionnaire. All questions were voluntary to 

answer and were able to skip to move on to the next, an alternative many of the informants 

used. Since the questionnaires are answered completely anonymous and there are no questions 

about personal conditions there of course is a possibility some of the answers are not serious or 

out of the addressed group of informants. But the high awareness of present conditions of RUL 

and sex determination proclaimed in majority of the answers makes it unlikely that if it has 

happened it would have affected the analysis. 

METHODOLOGICAL TERMS 
All the terms below are used in accordance with Braun & Clarke´s definitions – a bit 

simplified (2006): 

Data corpus – all the collected data within a research project 

Data set – parts of the data corpus “used for a particular analysis” (2006 p 5 – 6) 

Data item – every piece of data, in this case each individual questionnaire 

Data extract – “an individual coded chunk of data […] identified […] and extracted from, a 

data item” (2006 p 6) 

THEMATIC ANALYSIS 
In the early analysis of this qualitative study I had to make a number of choices according to 

what Braun and Clarke depict in their article about the used method, Thematic Analysis (2006, 

p 14 – 15). In addition to what is formulated as the actual questions for the thesis, where the 

most basic choices are made, Braun and Clarke point out that the researcher always makes more 

choices in their work. Choices are made both by the way to collect empirical data, that is in this 

case how the informants are reached and the questions are formulated, and also by which issues 

control coding and analysis in the thematic analysis of collected data. All these choices look 

different in different works and for different researchers, the important thing Braun and Clarke 

means, is to be aware that the choices are made and also how they are made and that the process 

is always made transparent. Therefore, I will rewind the tape somewhat and describe how the 

process early in this analysis was preceded by conscious choices. The overall questions are of 

course the research questions that delimits and points out the study I aim to produce. Within a 

broader perspective I hope this study will be useful to further research in the context of sex 

determination, prenatal diagnostics and social constructions within maternal health care among 

other issues. Therefore, I find it important this study works interdisciplinary. It is a first choice 

I have had to relate to when I thereby chose not to start from a theoretical basis to collect and 

categorize empirical data from for example, gender, theories but instead let the study be based 

on the empirical material/data corpus, that is, all the data collected for this study. As Braun and 
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Clarke defines the concepts, the data corpus in this study consists of all the informants' form 

responses (2006, p. 5 – 6). 

 

Since I have chosen to investigate the motives behind parents' choice of sex determining their 

unborn children at RUL, or not to, the questions in the questionnaire have been formulated to 

enable an analysis of these motives. For example, the question was asked whether the informant 

chose to sex determine their child at RUL, or not, in order to be able to create two different 

groups for the analysis, two different data sets such as Braun and Clarke call categorizations 

made for carrying out a Thematic Analysis. The idea behind that was to be able to search for 

similarities and differences within and between the motives of these two groups which made 

different choices (to sex or not). Later in the study it turned out that the similarities between the 

groups' motives caused a number of other variants of data sets, for example, all data that refer 

to the uncertainty in sex determination at RUL has been a data set in this analysis. Other choices 

that were made in connection with the creation of the survey were to ask open questions aimed 

at a broad target group. Thus, how the questionnaire was formulated. In addition to the first two 

yes/no questions, the survey consisted of eight open questions where the informants were asked 

to write a lot. The reason is to ensure that data collection is not limited to only identify motives 

that lie within the researcher´s limited area of knowledge or the discourse that prevailed when 

I was working in childbirth and maternity care, or were an expecting or new parent. In order 

not to control or limit the informants' thoughts, great emphasis was placed on formulating each 

question so that it would work without value loading, for all informants regardless of choice 

and motives. The questions are also formulated to target new parents and expecting parents 

regardless of their sex/gender and family constellation. Next step regarding methodological 

choices was how to select what patterns and themes to view and in what way they are organized 

in the analysis. In this part my position as a researcher matter. The understanding and collective 

theoretical background of the researcher has of course contributed to what, and how, the 

selection of interesting data is made. Therefore, I would like to refer to my professional 

experience as a nursing assistant in a maternity ward and in the special maternity ward, that 

combined with my theoretical knowledge in gender science and linguistics contributes to the 

starting point I have had for this study. The part of the thesis's analysis adds an account of how 

the choices of theoretical framework have been made for this study. Since this study is based 

on an inductive approach – cf. deductive or theoretical – themes and patterns have emerged 

through data corpus i.e. the informants' answers to the questionnaire. No themes have been 

formulated in advance based on a theoretical approach, instead the large number of readings of 

the material has been the basis for the process of identifying themes. This made my choice of 

theoretical framework to arise from within the empirics, i.e. based on the themes that emerged 

in the fourth and fifth phase of the analysis. 

 

Finally, I have also made choices when I formulated and identified themes in the entire data 

corpus that is based on the fact that this area is previously unexplored. My ambition is to cover 

all the motives that occur and process these in the analysis. This, of course, gives more breadth 

than depth, but the choice is justified by the purpose of the study, that is to provide a good basis 

for further research on the subject. In their article on Thematic Analysis as a method, Braun & 
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Clarke describes how the researcher also needs to choose at what level the themes identified 

should be (2006, p 13 – 14). As they advocate, in this study I have chosen to let the level be 

part of the analyzing process, based on a semantic, or explicit, level in order to move to a latent, 

or interpretive level with the analysis. 
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 

Since the theoretical approach in this thesis is inductive, no theory was set up as starting point. 

Instead the empirical data within the method Thematic analysis has been the base for the 

analyze and not until in the fourth phase of the thematic analysis when The binary view of sex 

was identified as a theme, I started to think of what theory that could be used. The context of 

the study motivates a theoretical framework that explains how gender is understood in Sweden 

(as in other parts of the western world and many other socio-cultures) in our time. As early as 

1949 the author and philosopher Simone de Beauvoir identified the ideological gendering that 

reveals sex as a social construction. She stressed the problem of seeing femininity as something 

sprung from a womanly core by formulating the worldwide cited phrase ”One is not born, but 

rather becomes, woman.” (1949, p 330). In the same way men constitutes the normative and 

women are made the Others, Beauvoir shows how different subordinated groups are 

homogenized by being pointed out as the Other. This intersectional perspective has later 

become an important contribute to feminist and queer studies even if the term intersectionality 

wasn´t formulated until much later. But Beauvoir’s way to show how subordination and power 

is connected to identity gives us an opportunity to analyse sex in other perspectives than 

biological. The social construction of sexes is as ideological as the one of ethnicity or religious 

inheritance Beauvoir stresses. 

 

The fact is that every concrete human being is always a singular, separate individual. To 

decline to accept such notions as the eternal feminine, the black soul, the Jewish character, is 

not to deny that Jews, Blacks2, women exist today – this denial does not represent a liberation 

for those concerned, but rather a flight from reality. (Beauvoir 1949, p 24) 

 

The gender system prevailing in Sweden today is a two-sex model explained for example by 

the gender system/gender order and the heterosexual matrix (Hirdman 1988, Butler 1990). This 

means that the two sexes – woman and man – are seen as stable, internally homogeneous and 

each other's opposites. In a two-sex model, a certain set of properties, attributes and tasks are 

considered female and other tasks, characteristics and attributes are considered male (Hirdman 

1988). Which one, of the genders, different properties and attributes are connotated varies 

between different societies depending on e.g. time and place. Something that is considered 

female in one context can later be conned as male. What is, in the two-sex model, is the 

dichotomous way of looking at sex. Although the sexes in a heteronormative society are seen 

as stable forms of humanity, women or men who do not have the right appearance, can dress 

according to the right codes or be attracted to the opposite sex are seen as un-female or un-

male. Based on the patterns and themes I could discern from the processed data I decided to use 

The Heterosexual Matrix as framework to theorize the analysis. 

                                                             

2 The originally used ”n-word” is here replaced with Blacks to better fit into a contemporary context. 
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THE HETEROSEXUAL MATRIX 
The philosopher and gender theorist Judith Butler describe this prevailing two-sex model with 

the theory The Heterosexual Matrix (1990). Only through two identifiable sexes – woman and 

man – humans become understandable according to Butler. It can become clear e.g. in a group 

of people who do not know each other; If someone is not immediately possible to code to one 

of these two (woman or man), others in the group can have a hang-up on the idea to being able 

to sex the person. The two sexes are constituted (performatively) as each other's opposites and 

are supposed to be attracted to each other (Butler 1990). The binary division of sexes/gender 

begin with an utterance after a visual look at an unborn fetus or new born child and then get 

consequences far beyond the language by society´s expectations on how identity is performed 

by individuals. What we see in the clothing stores where already small children's clothes are 

divided into two different departments – one for girls and one for boys – is just the tip of an 

iceberg in the gendered reality we live in. Heteronormativity is both compulsory and limiting, 

individuals are expected to perform a clearly defined gender – woman or man – through their 

actions and attributes and at the same time are imposed on an expected sexuality based on the 

assigned sex. Like empirical reality shows that there are not only two congruent sexes, Butler 

also means that the body cannot be distinguished from the social construction of sex (Frisén, 

Rydelius & Söder 2017, Butler 1990). 
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PARENTS´ THOUGHTS OF SEXING OR NOT 
 

To show as transparently as possible how the process of the collected material has been carried 

out, the work with the Thematic Analysis is presented in chronological order based on the 

methodological approach Braun & Clarke divides into six phases (2006). 

PHASE 1 – FAMILIARIZING WITH DATA 
Due to the inductive approach, the first step was to closely read the informants' answers – the 

entire data corpus – to familiarize with the empirics. After printing the report from the survey 

system, Google Forms, on paper to more easily scroll back and forth, and note, I soon realized 

that in the digital compilation the system provided, it was not possible to identify (or remember 

from question to question) the anonymous informants responding to the various questions.  Not 

knowing anything about who was behind a particular answer contributed to ensure that I was 

approaching the data corpus from a more open perspective. Only the utterances included in 

every particular answer related to each question were present in this reading. It was thus 

impossible to keep in mind, for example, who chose to sex determine their child, or not, and 

what they answered to previous questions when the survey system organized the material in 

this way. This fact, which was beyond my control, can be assumed to have contributed to 

ensuring that I, as a researcher subject, in this phase did not unconsciously interpret the 

respondents' answers on the basis of a possibly preconceived notion of how the parent who 

chose to sex determine, or to abstain, during the RUL argues or justify this. 

 

The first two questions in the questionnaire have been compiled in the report from the survey 

system as yes respectively no and nine answers during other (question number two). These nine 

other answers and all the answers to the remaining eight questions are listed in the survey 

system's report, all the informants' responses one after another. Every other answer is greyed 

out, to distinguish them while reading. The open nature of the questions turns out to give exactly 

the diversity of answers that were intended. For some questions, the informants have clear 

opinions, other questions get more reflective answers. All informants have not answered all the 

questions and the answers shift in length from a single word to a dozen sentences. 

 

At the first reading, annotations were kept all the time to note what the informants wrote about, 

as well as ideas, thoughts and reflections that arose from the informants' answers. All of these 

notes apply to things that are expressed at semantic level, i.e. what the informants have written 

about, for example, the child's gender: "It is a girl/boy." Or "It couldn't be seen." Others apply 

statements about midwives' actions, about what the informants themselves feel and think about 

different things etc. The notes in this phase shows how I got acquainted with the contents of the 

empirical material and tried to discern potential relationships by noting for example which 

issues were repeated several times in the questionnaire responses. 

 

It appears that many informants explicitly write about their own curiosity, about wanting to 

choose a name to the child, that sex determination at the RUL may prove to be incorrectly 
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Because 

it´s 

possible 

interpreted, that sex determination facilitates the attachment and about choosing toys, colour of 

clothing and decor in children's room etc. Some write that it is important that the father or 

siblings get to know the child's sex, some react to the midwife's way of dealing with the issue 

of sex determination and some write about the genitals and/or that the child's sex does not 

matter. Several mention sex-selective abortions after RUL and refer to the risk that someone 

else might be able to do it, no one writes about their self – related to this issue. 

 

Already in this phase there are also notes about things that many informants expressed at a 

latent level, but only because some of the informants brought the subject explicitly. It is 

important to point out that at this stage I chose not to analyze data at a latent level, in this first 

phase it is still completely about getting to know the data corpus. Here, for example, many 

informants between the lines give expression to expectations, disappointments and uncertainty 

linked to this particular pregnancy or past pregnancies, but only when an informant formulates 

it explicitly, I have noted it at this stage. 

 

Of what appears most clearly at a latent level in the first phase, I have among my handwritten 

notes encircled, or framed, three notes of which two are interrelated. The first one is informants' 

fear or unwillingness to appear as uninterested. From that framed note I have drawn an arrow 

to an encircled note that says "because it is possible". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An example that clearly visualizes the issue above is the following quote from an informant 

who answered the question of experiences of others' expectations (question 9): "Many people 

ask what [sex]3 it is. Some are provoked by the fact that we do not want to know and many 

admit that they would find out most because it´s possible." Other informants describe how they 

did not consider beforehand whether they want to sex determine the child at RUL, but that the 

midwife or the doctor asked if they would like to do so. Several of these informants declare that 

this is the only reason why they sex determine the child at RUL. For some, this issue has been 

linked to the fact that the midwife or doctor practically performed the ultrasound in such a way 

that the parents find out about the child's sex without having chosen it. One informant writes in 

response to the question whether they chose to ask about the child's sex (question 3) that "They 

                                                             

3 Text in quotes marked within square brackets [..] are my own remarks/additions intended to clarify the 

utterance. 
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asked if we wanted to know which sex it was. We answered yes since the husband had already 

seen which sex it was”. In addition, there are accounts of what expectations other people can 

have. One informant expresses this explicitly, or at a semantic level, by depicting how 

acquaintances reacted regarding earlier pregnancies when the parents chose not to sex the child: 

"On the contrary, we have had strong reactions the times [at those pregnancies]4 we did not find 

out the sex – questions like ´why do you not want to know everything you are able to know?´". 

Refusing to receive information about their child, when health professionals ask if the 

parent/parents want to know the child's sex, seems in this reading to be more difficult than to 

refrain from asking of the child's sex. Several other informants have pointed out that they were 

greeted by positive reactions from the midwife when they said that they did not want to sex the 

child. 

 

The third encircled note at a latent level in this phase is the "feeling of unreality" that many 

informants express either explicitly or implicitly. Expecting a child, and especially their first, 

feels unreal and is hard to really understand. The RUL is the first occasion when most expecting 

parents get a visual image of their child and several informants also account for how sex 

determination of the child can make pregnancy more real. For example, one informant writes:  

“… I feel that you get another contact with the child when you know what it is. It becomes 

more real when you know what to get and it is fun to say to big brother that he should get a 

little brother.” At this stage, I have also noted thoughts on finding out more about what 

directions midwives have regarding RUL and how the parental information about RUL is 

designed. These thoughts are later abandoned due to the scope of this study. After reading 

through the entire compilation I did a second reading but this time questionnaire by 

questionnaire, organized as 261 different data items. In this way I got to know in turn whether 

the informant had undergone RUL and if it had chosen to sex the child, or refrained, and then 

read the answers to the later eight questions where each one depicted more or less of the process, 

what arguments they had for their choice and how they had been thinking about these issues. 

At this second reading I was often surprised that informants who made different choices on the 

issue of sex determination could have such equal arguments. Thus, how the same kind of 

motive, or argument, brought about such different actions/choices. For example, many 

informants argued that they wanted to know the child's gender in order to be able to choose the 

colour of clothing and interior design in the child's room while others reasoned similarly to the 

informant in the quotes below and therefore chose to refrain from sex-determining the child: 

 

There may also be a disadvantage of finding out the gender if it would be the "wrong" sex that 

arrived later. It would probably be pretty baffling if you decorated a typical pink-fluffy girl's 

room where you have already decorated details with the intended girl name and then it is a boy 

who pops out. 

 

At the end of this second reading I discovered that many responses in the questionnaires were 

missing in the survey system compilation. When I went back to the printed report, it turned out 

that the function had a max task, which meant that the questions where many informants wrote 

                                                             

4 See footnote 3. 
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their own answers were not reported in their entirety. This meant that I needed to do a manual 

compilation and collect all missing answers according to the same system along with the report 

from Google Forms. At that moment, the data corpus grew to about twice the extent. After 

reading even the omitted answers "on the same link" as those I had familiarized myself with at 

the first reading, I also did a numerical compilation of the informants' answers to the different 

questions partly to ensure that all answers were included but also as a first attempt to discern 

what possible data sets that could be explored. The answers from the first two questions of the 

questionnaire are put together in the compilation as yes and no, and for the second question, 

nine also answered else. Of the 261 submitted forms, almost everyone (259) have replied that 

they have undergone RUL, one has answered no to that question and one has not answered the 

question at all. All 259 who answered that they had completed RUL have answered the next 

question, the one of if they chose to ask about the child's sex at RUL. The informant who has 

not answered the first question has also not answered this. Later in this questionnaire, the 

informant has answered the questions in a way that makes it clear that they have undergone 

RUL and chosen to sex determine the child. On question three for example, the informant writes 

what the midwife has answered: "You see clearly that it is a boy (picture where you saw the 

scrotum)" and on question six, the informant has answered whether it was an easy or difficult 

decision: "I wanted to know!" It is thus clear that this informant has also undergone the RUL 

and has chosen to sex the child why I from now on will add this informant to these data sets 

(made RUL, chose to sex determine) without reporting it separately. The distribution of answers 

to question 2 looks like this: 

 

Did you choose to ask about the child's sex at RUL? 

 

Yes: 170 (65%) 

No: 82 (31.5%) 

Else: 9 (3.5%) 

 

Of the nine responses as else, four have stated that they made different choices at different 

pregnancies. Three of these have not sexed their first child during RUL but their latest and one 

has done it in the opposite order. Two informants, as else answer, have written that they wanted 

to have the sex written down on a note at RUL. Three informants have written that they did not 

ask but that the midwife instead asked the parents if they "wanted to know". 
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As the next step in familiarizing myself with the material, I wrote down how many people 

answered the different questions to see if it provided any additional information. 

 

Number of answers/question 

1 260 Undergone RUL/not  

2 260 Sex determined/not  

3 175 If … what did midwife/doctor answer  

4 172 If … what use have you had Not directed to 

everyone 

5 94 If not … how did you talk to the 

midwife/doctor about it 

 

6 244 Easy/difficult decision  

7 235 Motive  

8 226 For/against  

9 241 People's expectations  

10 53 More?  

 

Question number three and four are only directed to those who have chosen to sex determine 

their child, while question number five only addresses those who have chosen to abstain.  

Taking this into account, it turns out that the different questions generated about the same 

number of answers – except for the last question where only a fraction of the informants chose 

to write something. Then I examined if the length of the answers could show if different 

questions made the informants more or less committed. In this case, I count the number of pages 

in the report instead and discerns the same pattern as in the count of answers. 

 

Text amount in the report, number of pages/question 

1  – Yes/no question 

2 0,25 Yes/no question 

3 5  

4 6,5  Not directed to everyone 

5 2,5  

6 8  

7 8  

8 8,5  

9 7  

10 2  

 

When I got acquainted with the data corpus in phase 1 in the way I have depicted above, I 

made a list of the ideas/areas I could distinguish in the empirics at this stage. 
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List Phase 1: 

Pink/blue – sexed or neutral colours, clothing, furnishings (incl. ruffle, lace and suchlike) etc. 

Control/disappointment, uncertainty in the message (think girl is boy or vice versa) 

Wrong answer (undesirable gender), selective abortion 

Attachment (-theory) 

Name choice 

Midwife/doctor – statements according to informants: 

Siblings / dads 

Genitals 

Curiosity / "Refusing" to get info about their child 

Surprise       are they related? 

 

With this list as a basis, it was time to move on to the next phase of the thematic analysis. 

PHASE 2 – GENERATING INITIAL CODES 
In this second phase of the Thematic Analysis, I proceeded from the list generated in phase 1. 

The intention was to bring these listed functions back to the material and encode them to each 

other. Instead of rewriting / collecting data extracts with coding in the way Braun & Clarke 

shows in their article, I have chosen to insert the codes directly into the report from the survey 

tool (2006). Functions/ideas/topics were marked by colour coding, letters and symbols in the 

margin of the report next to the informants' listed answers. Quite soon, the list of features proved 

insufficient to capture everything relevant in the data corpus and many statements were also 

found to be able to encode into several different of these functions. For example, based on the 

above list, it is often impossible to separate data extracts about curiosity from data extracts 

about surprise. Two distinct examples of this are the following data extracts from two 

questionnaires where both informants start their discussion on the basis of not sexing the child. 

The first one has chosen not to sex the child with the motive: "[It's an]5 ... extra "carrot" 

[incitement] during childbirth to finally get the answer". The other informant has made different 

choices at different pregnancies and explains it with similar motives: "We wanted to be 

surprised with the first [child]. The surprise with the second we got already on RUL." As we 

can understand from the latter statement, the informant means that their choice of sex 

determination did not matter in relation to the desire to be surprised. 

 

At this stage I made the data corpus form two large data sets to analyze: one with the informants 

who chose to sex their child and one with those who chose to abstain. But as I had already 

discerned during phase 1, it was difficult to find any visible patterns or functions in these two 

data sets. The motives in the data extracts were comparatively very similar in the two groups 

of informants although the informants overall had great differences in motives. Following eight 

quotes show examples of this. (Compare 1-1, 2-2, etc.) 

 

                                                             

5 See footnote 3. 

"certain"/"never certain" (regarding sex)  

     gender awareness/unawareness  

     wants/doesn't want to sex determine 
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Informants who have chosen to sex their child: 

We wanted to know, but gender doesn't really matter. 

We were curious about the sex. Clothing purchases and such did not matter. Had bought 

a lot neutral anyway. 

Curiosity. You know that it is not 100% definite anyway. 

Examining the sex is not 100% certain, and should a boy arrive instead of a girl, it doesn´t 

matter to us. 

 

Informants who have chosen not to sex their child: 

That it didn't matter what it was and that it was half the experience not to know. 

Since I wouldn´t be able to keep myself from buying something in colour or even saying 

something, it was best that we both abstained.  

Since the answer is not 100% certain, it felt unnecessary to ask. But the main reason we 

did not ask is that we want the surprise to look forward to. 

That the message is not a hundred percent, and we were unsure how we had reacted if we 

had received a message that turned out not to match when the child came. Moreover, it 

didn't matter to us and it was fun that it would be a surprise. 

 

However, there are differences between these groups, but they were first identified in the later 

phases of the analysis and can be found during the report in the final phase – under the heading 

Conclusions. To get on, I had to return to the study's research questions and the choices I made 

early in the study. By reminding myself of my intentions when I formulated the questions for 

the survey, I understood that their different characteristics and content could be used to further 

identify interesting information from data items. Then I let the answers to the different 

questions constitute ten different data sets, so I could analyze data items with a more latent 

approach and thereby distinguish some more and to some extent transformed inputs. This 

generated a new list and with another colour pen than the first time I once again worked through 

the entire data corpus and marked abbreviations in the margin. During the review, new thoughts 

and ideas were brought back to the list to form the basis for future steps in the analysis. The list 

then came to be expanded with the blue markings below: 

 

List phase 2: 

Control/Checking needs    K  

Curiosity/surprise     N/Ö 

Get to know the child     P  

Fear/handling of undesirable gender   OÖ 

Gender freedom     G 

Medical cause      M 

Other people´s expectations    A 

Name choice      N 

Clothes/decor      R/B   

Midwife´s/doctor's influence    BM     

Different choices at different pregnancies  O   

A couple wants to make different choices  F 

Experience the pregnancy as real   V 
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close but 

different! 

 

 

By coding all the material, I have in this phase worked to distinguish as many themes as 

possible. Tensions and inconsistencies have been investigated in relation to the entire empirical 

material at this stage by encoding the entire data corpus based on the above list according to the 

examples below: 

 
(Answer to the question If you chose to ask - what use did you got of the answer?) 

R/B Helped to know which sex it was to be able to plan names and buy more gender-adapt 

P clothes for the child (pink to girl and blue to boy). The older sibling thought it was  

V important to get to know, since that made it more real with a younger sibling when one  

N  can use a name and be able to say she or he about the sibling in the belly. 

 

(If you chose not to ask about the child's sex - did you talk to the Midw./doctor about it? How?) 

BM We (I as a mother and the father) had talked about it before, and we didn't want to find out the 

sex. Feels like "cheating" and the most important thing is to know if the child is healthy. We didn't say 

anything specifically to the midwife who performed the ultrasound. But I got the impression that she was 

eager to tell the sex. "Is there anything you are wondering, you can ONLY ask." 

 

 

(Was it an easy or difficult decision (to want, or refrain from, finding out the child's gender?) 

N/Ö Yes it was easy. At first child we wanted to be surprised but this time we wanted to know O 

 if it was same sex, or not, as the sibling. Very practical and very much because of our (R/B)

 expectations. We both wanted one of each sex and were afraid to be "disappointed" if OÖ 

 one believed in e.g. a girl all the time and then a boy pops out. 

PHASE 3 – SEARCHING FOR THEMES 
Not until in this third phase the searching for themes started for real. At this stage, based on the 

list generated in phase 2 and the coded material, I used these 13 codings as different data sets 

in a first attempt to encircle themes. I added notes to the former list, by arrows, text and brackets 

etc. according to below, I tried to analyse them within these different data sets and to compare 

them with each other.  

 

List phase 3: 

Control/Checking needs    K  closely connected 

Curiosity/Surprise     N/Ö 

Get to know the child     P  not refuse info 

Fear/handling of undesirable gender  OÖ 

Gender freedom     G 

Medical cause      M 

Other people´s expectations    A 

Name choice      N 

Clothes/Decor      R/B  planning 

Midwife´s/doctor's influence    BM  changed mind while exam. + on a note 

Different choices at different pregnancies  O  (sex determine or not) 

A couple wants to make different choices  F 

Experience the pregnancy as real   V 
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Using this, I understood that the 13 codings in the list were too narrow to constitute the themes 

I searched for the analysis. To get on, I made an attempt to cross these 13 data sets with the 

previous two large data sets I analysed during Phase 2 - the one with parents who chose to sex 

the children at RUL and that with parents who opted to refrain from sexing the children at RUL. 

With the help of mind maps, I sketched out how these two different codings could interact or 

be completely incoherent with the 13 others. During this work, it became clear that the question 

of the parents’ choice (to gender or not) was the one who made the search for themes 

complicated so far in the analysis. For example, some of the codings in the list needed to be 

merged with each other, allowing them as potential themes to collapse into each other to form 

a coherent theme as Braun & Clarke describes in their article (2006, p. 20).  This is despite the 

fact that the data extracts that have been coded differently regarding the issue of sex 

determination fit together under one and the same potential theme. For example, the data 

extracts that follow below could work in a theme such as gender freedom or gender awareness, 

although the informants made different choices regarding sex determination, they could also fit 

in one or more potential themes of preparations. For example, mental and practical preparations. 

 

(Informant who chose to sex determine) 

N, R/B Was able to choose name and clothes. In addition, it felt more related to know, though I do not 

know why. 

 

V, P Maybe because you could imagine how the baby looked, maybe it's something else, don't 

know. Men it felt good for both to know and easier to talk about the child when we could refer to him 

in several different ways, such as names. It was not "the child" in the discussion but "[Wilmer]" and 

thus became a named person. We could also argue against others trying to tell us what a boy should 

have (toys, colour on the clothes). Now we have, for example, a pram with pink details that we bought 

second hand and some older people in the family thought it was wrong. Then we could e.g. say that 

he doesn't care enough before we give him the idea that colours are important. 

G So we could build on a discussion how important it is for us not to put him in a box just to have 

a certain reproductive system. We hope that we could tell the loved ones that we would like the sex 

not to be the basis for how they treat him in the future either. We will see how it goes :) 

 

(Informant who chose to avoid sex determination) 

G, R/B We did not want to know in advance with risk that others would buy gender stereotyped colours 

or that we would do it unconsciously. 

 

Of the two quotes above, the first one belongs to the more unusual statements in the entire data 

corpus, which is reported more clearly during later phases of the analysis. What makes this data 

extract different is precisely that the informant used (partly) motives such as being able to 

choose clothes and toys in their choice of sexing the child, but in order not to limit the child's 

clothes and toys to the sex coding that other informants describes where they makes a difference 

between girls 'and boys' clothes, colours and toys. Instead, the informant wants to use the sex 

determination to (through discussion) be able to prevent relatives from putting the child in a 

gender box based on which genitals it has. In addition, the two quotes together form a clear 

picture of why it has been so difficult to identify potential themes when even the question of 

whether sex determination or not was focused in the analysis. It is simply not possible at this 

stage to find a safe connection between the motives of these informants and the outcome of 

their choice on the question of sex or the child. The same applies to many of the motives the 
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informants state, both the explicitly expressed and the motifs that can be distinguished at a more 

latent level as I have previously shown during phase 2; The same thoughts/ambitions can serve 

as motives for sex determination and as a motive against sex determination of the child. Based 

on these findings, I formulated some broader potential themes that were tested in sketched mind 

maps (see Appendix 2). These candidate themes are to varying degrees at a semantic or latent 

level and are, in this phase, called: Medical reasons, Practical preparations, Mental 

preparations, Influence of others as well as Gender freedom or gender awareness which in the 

next phase were tested against the entire data corpus. 

PHASE 4 – REVIEWING THEMES 
For the fourth phase of the Thematic Analysis, the work was carried out in accordance with 

Braun & Clarke's instructions at two different levels (2006 p. 20). On the first level, the coded 

data extracts that were previously collected were examined. Again, I read through all the data 

extracts, but this time after having organized them based on the five potential themes identified 

in phase 3 to investigate whether they thereby constituted a pattern that appeared to be coherent. 

At this stage I made a thematic map (Appendix 3) with these five candidate themes and parts 

of the data extracts arranged as arguments for or against sex determination at RUL. Since 

several themes were linked together by data extracts that matched more than one theme, I could 

not move on to the next level of analysis in this phase, but in accordance with the method's 

design had to further process the issue of possible themes. Here I also chose to remove data 

extracts that did not apply to the informants themselves but their speculations or reflections on 

how someone else might possibly argue. This applies to two things: on the one hand, sex-

selective abortion and on the other hand hereditary diseases that only affect one gender. It would 

of course be interesting to investigate further whether any of these issues can form the basis for 

the choice of sexing their unborn child at RUL, but since none of the informants in this study 

themselves based their choice on these motives, they will not be further investigated within the 

framework of this survey. Since the first thematic map shows an incoherent image of data 

extracts organized based on the five candidate themes, the themes of the study needed to be 

further processed. Several themes turned out to collapse in to one, as Braun & Clarke describes 

that the work often does at this stage (2006 p. 20-21). The mental and practical preparations 

have much in common, and the medical reasons stated as motives for sex determination I can 

understand on the basis of my experience as an assistant nurse, in a maternity ward, as a piece 

of puzzle in the assessment of what measures should be taken in the event of a risk pregnancy, 

even if this is not explicitly expressed. For example, preeclampsia that is dangerous to the 

pregnant can motivate an early onset of labor. In that case, the question of the child's sex can 

form the basis for the assessment of the child's chance to survive, as premature. After some new 

experiments with potential themes, three candidate themes were chiselled out. Preparations 

were merged as one theme with the subcategories mental and practical while Influence of 

Others and Non-binary view still seem to work. It should be mentioned here that the informants 

who have chosen to determine their child but where the midwife has denied or has been unable 

to carry out the sex determination do not constitute a different motive, since the motif itself 

remains, even though the outcome was different. Only one informant has stated the midwife's 

unwillingness as a sub motive for the choice made not to sex. The parents asked the midwife to 
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write the child's sex in a letter that the informant could read  later, since the co-parent wanted 

to abstain from sexing, but the midwife "replied that it is not so easy, but if we wanted to find 

out the sex then she would have to explain more thoroughly "whereupon the parents abstained 

from sexing the child. The motive for the final choice to abstain states the informant later in the 

questionnaire that "Therefore it was easier to abstain from respect for the father" why the 

midwife's influence is not interpreted as the decisive motive for the parents' choice to refrain 

from sex determining the child. 

 

The potential theme Medical Reasons does not constitute a separate theme in the continuing 

process, since only a single informant mentioned it, but instead was taken as a sub-theme during 

the Influence of Others based on the above reasoning. The times these medical reasons are the 

basis for sex determination of the child are initiated by the maternity ward staff and should 

therefore be interpreted as meaning that the parents have been influenced by them in their 

choice. Based on these thoughts, a new thematic map was made (see Appendix 4). Once again, 

I read all the collated extracts but this time organized on these three candidate themes. As data 

extracts arranged within these themes, formed a pattern that could be considered coherent the 

analysis could go on at the second level Braun and Clarke points out in this fourth phase (2006). 

Here, the entire data set for each candidate theme has been read, partly to check that the theme 

works, but also to examine whether any data has been missed or needs to be re-coded based on 

the themes identified. At this stage I found reason to analyse the sub-category Subversive closer. 

Because most informants behind the subject subversive actions turn out to have a non-binary 

view of sex and these data extracts rather belong to that theme, this thematic map did not work, 

why the process had to start over again at the first level. The themes Preparations and Influence 

of Others did not at this stage say anything about the informants' view of gender at the thematic 

level, but included both a binary view and a non-binary. A more detailed examination of this 

thematic map and all the entire data sets linked to the theme Preparations and subversive actions 

revealed the data extracts that were about choosing to determine the child's sex at RUL as 

deviant. Only one informant had stated such motives for their choice of sexing the child and 

when I read this data set over again (the informant's questionnaire) I understood that this 

informant also has a binary view of sex and that the subversive actions were more about 

widening the opportunities to girls respectively boys. However, this data extract revealed 

problems in both candidate themes (Preparations and Non-Binary view of sex) and the work 

had to be re-started at the first level of this phase. 

 

In the continued work on this thematic map, the above-described data extract was re-coded to 

instead be included in practical preparations during a new candidate theme: Binary view of sex. 

At this stage, I again removed the theme Preparations to allow these to be included as two sub-

categories in the new theme. The thematic map that was now created turned out (after some 

adjustments of name in phase 5) to be the final one. It provides a coherent pattern of themes, 

subcategories and the informants' choice to determine sex or abstain, at RUL. After checking 

that the thematic map functions with the collected data extracts, I switched to the second level 

of the analysis in phase 4 where again each data set was read in relation to the respective theme. 

This time, the two large data sets that was collected in phase two – the one with parents who 
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chose to determine the child's sex and that with parents who chose to abstain from sex 

determination at RUL – will also correlate in relation to the candidate themes. It is of course 

possible that even further fine tuning could have been done if the process of re-coding was 

carried out once more but as Braun & Clarke writes, this phase can last forever if one does not 

at any time choose to stop (2006). Therefore, at this stage I chose to move on to phase 5. 

PHASE 5 – ANALYSIS 
 

The three themes identified during phase 4 were at this stage called Binary view of sex, Non-

binary view of sex and Influence of Others. 

 

The theme Non-binary view of sex is at semantic level and includes all the different motives 

these parents have for the choice of sex determination under RUL. The motives are explicitly 

that sex determination does not give them any information about the child beyond possibly the 

appearance of the genitals, but rather risks exposing the child to be treated based on the socio-

cultural expectations and the dichotomy of a two-sex model. This theme is the one with the 

greatest internal homogeneity since all parents with these motives have chosen to abstain from 

sex determination at RUL. 

 

The theme Binary view of sex is rather a theme at a latent level, since only a single informant 

explicitly expressed such a view. Instead, as described in the fourth phase of the analysis, I have 

collected these collated data extracts under the potential theme Preparations as motive for the 

choice of sex determination at RUL. Since I as a researcher, also live in the same socio-culture 

as the informants, with the two-sex model as norm in Sweden, it was easier for me to identify 

the theme Non-binary view of sex than the Binary view as a theme. The theme I first called 

Preparations and only later identified as Binary view of sex regards how parents want to prepare 

for pregnancy, childbirth and to receive their child. Most motives within this theme apply to 

informants who have chosen to sex determine the child at RUL. This choice has been made 

based on motives in all subcategories. The informants wanted to be able to prepare practically 

or mentally to receive a girl or boy. The mental preparations are intended - with the help of the 

sex determination - to get a picture of who the child in the uterus is, and possibly to be able to 

process the disappointment of having a child with unwanted sex, well in advance of childbirth. 

These informants wanted to determine the child's sex in order to start the relationships between 

parents and child during the pregnancy. The informants within the theme, with motives to be 

able to make practical preparations, have all chosen to sex determine their child regardless of 

whether they want to make practical preparations that coincide with, or counteract, stereotypical 

gender connotations. Many want to prepare for girls in one way and for boys in a different way, 

while some instead wants to use the time until childbirth to counteract that others around the 

child will approach it differently if it becomes a girl or boy. A very common motive for practical 

preparation is to be able to choose a name for the child. 

 

The motives collected within the theme of Binary view of sex which instead led to the choice 

to refrain from sexing the child have been formulated as a birth preparation. Either the 
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informants wanted to save the surprise of the child's sex to childbirth or because they wanted 

to ensure that they had not received a response at RUL which turned out incorrectly during 

childbirth. Many informants in the data set of surprise have compared it to not opening gifts 

before Christmas, that is, they see the child's gender as a gift - whether it be a girl or a boy. The 

other data set contains motives about uncertain responses of sex determination at RUL, the risk 

of being invertedly surprised at childbirth. These informants did not want to take the risk of 

preparing for a child with a certain sex who, at birth, was found to be of the opposite sex. 

 

Common to this theme is that the parents with a binary view of sex have either motivated their 

choice of sexing the child by that it helps them prepare in some way for pregnancy, childbirth 

or receiving their child, or they have motivated the choice to not sex determine by that it helps 

them prepare for the childbirth. 

 

The third theme identified in the study – Influence of Others – is at a semantic level since all 

collected data explicitly applies to the informants' motives for the choice of sexing the child, or 

to abstain, is based on someone else's will or initiative. The others, referred to, are grouped into 

three subcategories: Relatives/acquaintances, Partner/co-parent and Maternal healthcare. In the 

two first mentioned subcategories, there are both informants who have chosen to sex determine 

and who have chosen to abstain. In the first of these categories, the informants have made the 

same choice as relatives/acquaintances (family and friends) based on some form of social 

community or peer pressure. In the second subcategory, the partner/co-parent have had a 

definite opinion that the informant accepted as motive for the decision. In the third subcategory, 

Maternal healthcare, the informant was influenced by a midwife or doctor in the choice. 

Informants with this motive have all made the choice to determine the child's sex. Some have 

thought about the options only when they at the RUL have been asked whether they want to 

know the child's sex. They have changed their choice when they are asked the question. 

Relatively many informants describe how it feels wrong to refuse information about their child. 

In this subcategory there is another motive linked to the influence of Maternal healthcare. What 

previously was gathered in a separate potential theme, Medical reasons, collapsed in the 

previous fourth phase of the analysis in order to end up here as a sub-category instead. That I 

choose to organize this category as a sub-theme to this theme instead is based on two things; 

partly, this motive is only mentioned by one informant and partly I recognize it from my work 

at a maternity ward and therefore interpret it as not being the informant/parent,  but a midwife 

or doctor, who argued for sex determination with the motive that premature girls have a better 

prognosis than premature boys. The motives in this theme apply that the informants have let 

someone else's motive be decisive for the choice to determine the sex of the child or to refrain 

from sex determination. All informants who have been influenced by the midwife/doctor's 

influence have chosen to determine the child's sex. 

 

In the final fine-tuning of themes, I searched for a new name for the theme, which during the 

work was called Non-binary view of sex in order not to signal a dichotomous deviant vision 

and risk to make any informants made Others. The prefix non (as a negative or anti-) combined 

with the word binary could be interpreted dichotomously to the two-sex model which is the 
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norm in Sweden today. Instead, the word analog was chosen because it works as a well 

delimited definition without being interpreted as opposed to binary. Analog view of sex is 

therefore used as the final name for the theme. 

 

At this stage of the study, the themes identified, was used as a basis to choose theoretical 

framework for the final analysis in accordance with the inductive approach previously 

explained in the section on Thematic analysis of methodological choices (the chapter Thematic 

Analysis). The heterosexual matrix offers a good opportunity to understand both themes about 

the parents´ view of sex and its impact on parents´ motives for choosing to sex or not. 

 

 

 

 

 

PHASE 6 – RESULTS 
 

In the Thematic Analysis of the empirics, the 261 questionnaire responses collected, three 

themes have been identified which ring the motives of the expecting parents for their choice to 

sex determine the child at RUL, or to abstain. These three themes, Binary view of sex, Analog 

view of sex and Influence of others, which are described in more detail in Phase 5 (Chapter 6) 

together constitute a clear basis for answering the research questions posed in the study. 

 

Motives 

Parents who have chosen to sex determine their children at RUL often motivate their choice in 

that it enables them to choose the name of the child, buy clothes in the right colours or know if 

they are to save/give away the older sibling´s clothes, and to choose the colour and decor for 

the child's room. These parents perceive the child's sex as crucial for how the preparations 

should be carried out. For girls, pink, lace, dresses and ruffles are planned, while boys instead 

should be dressed in blue clothes and live in rooms decorated in blue. Statements about gender-

neutral colours, clothing and furnishings exposes the fact that many parents are afraid to use 

the wrong colour for their child, or even that the child should prove to have the "wrong" sex 

when it is born, based on what preparations have been made. Far from all parents use colours 

in this gender-controlled manner, but all the informants who sex determines the child with the 

motives of clothing/furnishings do so.  Other common motives parents have to sex their child 

is that it should help them get to know the child better, give the child an identity, facilitate the 

attachment and calm the parents' curiosity. The motive that the determination of the child's sex 

should facilitate the attachment can be understood as the parents are referring to their own 

interpretation of attachment theory as a field of psychological research. The motive is so 

frequently expressed that it would be interesting to further investigate from where the 

perception originates, but this has not been done within the framework of this study. Another 

motive for sex determination at RUL is that the parents need the time until childbirth to process 

the disappointment of having a child with undesirable gender. Common to the motives 
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mentioned in this paragraph is that they are all pronounced by parents with a binary view of 

sex. Anyone who chooses to sex their child at RUL expects an answer to the question of whether 

the child is a girl or boy, not something in between, or beyond these two dichotomous 

categories. But, of course, all parents with a binary view of gender do not choose to sex their 

child at RUL. The most common motive to abstain from sex determination is to be able to 

continue to be curious and save the surprise of the child's sex to childbirth. "One of the few 

times you as an adult get a big Kinder egg-surprise and become happy regardless of the result" 

as an informant writes. Many informants testify that the answer to the question of which sex 

the child has, is what will give them the energy to carry out the birth. An informant who made 

different choices at different pregnancies explains the motive to refrain from sex determination 

as follows: 

 

Have not found out the sex of the two previous children and imagine me getting more strength 

and power from the curiosity when it started. But what do I know. So I felt about the first 

two. Get out with you, because I want to know what kind of small lives you are. Now we are 

waiting for a girl and we are so happy. But I'm afraid I'll give up now because I'm going to 

have a hard time finding the power in me when I already know that there will be a girl. But 

one can have seen wrong. lol 

 

Another motive for these parents is that the message of sex at RUL still isn´t 100% certain. 

Many of the informants in the study testify to how the midwife at the examination said that they 

cannot fully rely on the message they receive, while other midwives instead stated the child's 

gender confidently. 

 

Parents who do not see sex as somewhat binary (defined in the study as having an analog view 

of sex) have in no case chosen to sex the child at RUL. As they express a fluid view of sex and 

not a heteronormative, stable dichotomy, it is understandable they did choose not to determine 

their child into one of these two categories. One informant formulates the motive to not sex the 

child by wanting to: "Allow the child to take its first breath without expectation of whom it 

should be". 

 

All parents in the study do not have motives that can be linked to a certain view of the sex. 

Quite a lot of the informants have motivated their choice as influenced by others. Either the 

partner/co-parent had a strong opinion of gendering, or abstain, as the informant bowed to, or 

the informants have more vaguely expressed motives such as "Everyone else" has sexed/not 

sexed their child. Another large group within this theme of motives changed their mind in the 

moment, and chose to sex when the midwife, or obstetrician, who performed RUL asked if they 

wanted to know the sex. Sometimes, midwives have expressed a desire to sex the children, as 

the informants stated it their motive to do so. On a single occasion, medical reasons have been 

put forward as motive for the choice of sexing. One motive that several informants hinted, but 

haven´t written explicitly, is that it feels wrong to refrain from, or refuse, information about 

your expected child. This applies to both midwives and family and friends. 

 

Among all the different motives parents stated as the basis for their choice to sex the children 

at RUL, or to abstain, there are two motives standing out: 
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Gender binary preparations 

The informants in the study who wanted to make a difference on how they practically prepared 

to receive girls and boys, to a greater extent made the choice to sex their child at RUL. These 

parents wanted to prepare with sex-encoded clothes, toys, furnishings and colours, etc as one 

informant writes: "To know if we would buy girls' clothes or use big-brother's clothes." 

 

Analog view of sex 

All informants in this study who have a broader view of sex than the binary view that appears 

to be most common, made the choice to refrain from sexing their child at RUL. One of them 

explains the choice as follows: 

 

I think it is a shame that people are already encoding their children in the uterus, I didn´t 

think so, but during these nine months I have noticed that it starts already before the baby is 

outside the uterus. I think the child's personality should have a greater impact for what toys 

etc it should get than what they have between their legs.  

 

None of the above 

The large group of informants who have not had any of these motives as a basis for their choice 

often have closer to both alternatives, i.e. they may have had difficulty in choosing whether or 

not they should sex, or they have to a greater extent let the influence of others determine which 

choice they made, but they mean more often that both options are good. The issue of the child's 

gender, however, emerges as extremely important for a large majority of the expecting parents. 

Whether they chose to sex at RUL or to abstain. It can be understood as a consequence of the 

heteronormative context. 

 

Maternal healthcare 

In the analysis of the empirics it appears that many informants are influenced by others in their 

choice to sex or to abstain. In addition to family and friends, maternal healthcare often 

influences parents' choice of sexing. The most common is that they are affected by the 

midwife/doctor who performs the RUL examination. The midwife represents a medical 

profession and thereby has a role as superior the parent/patient or at least in many cases is 

perceived by the patient as superior (SOU 2007: 12). This uneven power relationship can cause 

the patient difficulties in expressing a deviating position/opinion if the midwife is not perceived 

as neutral about the issue of sex determination. It can be linked to the testimonies informants 

made of how difficult it can be to choose to refuse information about their child. Parents who 

explicitly get the question of whether they want to sex determine their child, by a midwife who 

is considered superior, can therefore be assumed to have even more difficulty abstaining from 

sex determination if they see the issue as an offer to receive information about the child. 

However, it is important to point out that many other informants testify of midwives who refuse 

to perform sex determination at RUL. In these statements, they refer to the pre-determined 

principles of the midwife, lack of time, or that it is not possible to carry out on certain occasions. 

But since it is beyond the parents' power to change the outcome of the examination and their 

motives also not changed by the midwife's decision, these cases are not further focused in the 

study. 
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Knowledge of that all children cannot be sexed easily 

None of the parents in the study mention the fact that all children cannot be sexed without 

further medical examination than the visual examination of the genitals that is always done at 

birth. The few informants who problematize sex outside the heteronormative view, that prevails 

in Sweden, discuss socio-cultural aspects of sex/gender and that genitals do not say anything 

about identity and personality. One of them writes: "Absolutely unimportant what sex organs 

your children have. Gender identity is a spectrum, nonetheless it tells me nothing important 

about the child.” There is thus nothing in the parents' motives that indicates that they know that 

children cannot always be biologically sexed based on their genitals. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The underlying motives for parents' choice of sex determining children at RUL, or to abstain, 

which emerges in this study, highlight the heteronormativity that prevails in the Swedish 

society. Many parents sex determine their children as early as in pregnancy week 18-20 (at 

RUL) in order for preparing their rooms, clothes and toys to correlate with the heterosexual 

matrix. Girls get pink and boys blue, but the colours are of course only the visible part of how 

children are sexed as social construction. In addition to these practical preparations, parents are 

also preparing mentally to receive and raise – not a child – but a sexed child. A boy or a girl. 

Some parents intentionally challenge the heteronormative expectations by not gendering their 

children into one of those binary sexes, at least not before birth. For those parents in the study 

who have neither the motive to make gender-specific preparations nor to challenge the 

heteronormative view of sex, the choice about sex determination appears to be less important, 

that is: they had to a greater extent been able to choose both to sex determine and to abstain, at 

RUL. Still the focus on sex is intense. The most common motive to abstain from sex 

determining the child at RUL is after all to make gender the big happening at birth.  

 

A predominantly majority of the parents in this study refer gendering exclusively applying to 

the child's genitalia, but none of them show any knowledge of the fact that all children are not 

born with genitalia that can be sex determined as one of the two prevailing categories of sex. 
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DISCUSSION 
 

The aim of this thesis is to examine the motives behind sex determination made, or not, at RUL 

and in what way parents are influenced by socio-cultural expectations and medical health care 

in their choice of gendering their unborn children. The conclusions presented in the previous 

paragraph (Conclusions) are a result of the qualitative thematic analysis and perhaps it can make 

a contribution, and/or inspiration, to further research in issues of sex determination, prenatal 

diagnostics and social constructions of gender within maternal healthcare. One of the study's 

major strengths, I believe, is the large amount of empirical data that has provided a good basis 

for further analysis. All the informants have participated voluntarily and on social media and 

though I do not make any claims of the thesis to be generalizable or comprehensive I find reason 

to comment in what way the course of action may have affected the outcome of the study. As I 

mentioned in the methodological chapter (Course of actio) the collection of data as a process 

entirely out of my control, of course entails potential risks, why I want to put forward my 

thoughts regarding this issue. My assessment after getting to know the material is that it reflects 

the professional experience I have from the work in maternal healthcare and at the same time 

gives a relatively coherent picture of the different discourses that exist among expecting parents 

and in the maternity care. Nevertheless, there is of course the possibility that some groups will 

not be visible in this empirics. Groups of parents who for some reason do not use social media, 

who do not answer questionnaires or who do not speak or write in Swedish are not represented 

in the material used for this study. However, I can read from the material that among the 

informants there are a number that are not native speakers, which is why it can be assumed that 

not only Swedish-born people are represented. How the voices that were missing could have 

contributed, is of course impossible to know, but what is certain is that no identified motives or 

themes would be replaced, it could only be adding new to those analysed in the study's results. 

 

The purpose of the RUL examination does not include the issue of sex. Nevertheless, the unborn 

child's gender is strongly focused not only by parents, relatives and friends but also by maternity 

ward. The information about RUL shows that it is the person who carries out the examination 

that determines whether they want to tell about the child's genitals or not (1177.se 2019). The 

parents in this study talk about midwives who undoubtedly offer to gender unborn children at 

RUL, while parents find it difficult to abstain to receive information about their child. The 

binary view of gender is neither questioned by society at large nor by the profession responsible 

for gender determination of all new-born individuals in our part of the world. There is a great 

gap between medical practice regarding sex determination carried out by midwives and 

obstetricians at RUL (and childbirth) and the medical science (as well as queer research, 

feminist research etc) showing, among other things, that many children are born without gender 

congruent bodies but also that children, young and adults increasingly experience a different 

gender identity than the one they was assigned. I mean this gap is making visible a societal 

problem. The heteronormative practice that prevails in the medical maternal health care system 

risks increasing the focus on gendering children, as a girl or boy, while empirical reality shows 

that people are more often having gender identity problems and looking for care to undergo sex 

confirmatory treatment since socio-cultural expectations of individuals are based on the 
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dichotomous categories. This highlights a major research shortage. I mean that the issue of 

determining or assigning a gender needs to be problematised and explored to a much greater 

extent not only within gender science but within various disciplines such as practice-based 

medicine, biology, sociology, law etc., but perhaps to an even greater extent interdisciplinary. 

 

This thesis also shows that the gender of unborn children is a strong focus to many expecting 

parents and their family and friends too. The few expecting parents who challenges the 

prevailing heteronormativity by not sexing their unborn children find some support for the 

complexity of the issue in medical research and other science, but the risk is great that their 

choice is questioned by relatives and acquaintances. In addition, it is only a matter of time 

before the child is sexed right after birth in order to be able to get a legal gender and be registered 

in Sweden. The large number of parents who, instead unreflectively gender their children, do 

so of course in all well-meaning and regardless of whether they offer the child a welcoming 

within the so-called gender box or a widened welcoming, the narrow norm explained by the 

heterosexual matrix is reproduced. Girls and boys need to be different in order to become 

understandable, Butler means (1990). Perhaps it is such an uncertainty that underlies some 

parents' willingness to welcome their child with a highly gender-coded frame? Blue clothes, 

blue room and "boy toys" to half of the children while the other half gets pink room, pink 

clothes, dresses with ruffle/lace and "girl toys". Which gender box awaits the child when it is 

born depends on which one of the two binary categories the midwife stated at RUL. In addition, 

new-born boys are often mentioned, for example, as big and strong, while girls are considered 

sweet. With the gendering follows a whole package of expectations of everything from 

behaviour to sexuality and body. How is a new-born child affected by all this? 

 

Another issue to discuss further is to what extent parents' concerns or needs should form the 

basis of the decisions or the practice that governs gender determination. The individual 

midwives not only have a superior position in relation to their patients, they are in turn 

dependent on having a trusting relationship with the patients in order to be able to monitor 

pregnancies and create good maternal health care.  

 

New questions important to medical practice regarding sexing children 

 

Are children affected if being sexed at RUL and sexed as the opposite at birth?  

Are there better alternatives for children diagnosed with DSD than having a biological sex 

assigned? (some research is being made) 

What do different socio-cultural gender models mean for individuals' development of 

gender identity? 

How can children's best interests be met even if parents have other needs? 
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Attachment 1 – Questionnaire 

Sex determine the child at the ultrasound? 
University study of parents' choice for the routine ultrasound examination 

Hello!  

I need many answers and will be very happy if you want to answer and also tell others about the 

survey.  

Greetings Malena Granhall, student at Umeå University, Master program Law, gender and society 

 

Have you undergone routine ultrasound examination (RUL)? 

Yes 

No 

Else  _____________________________________ 

 

Did you choose to ask about the child's sex at RUL? 

Yes 

No 

Else  _____________________________________ 

 

If you chose to ask about the child´s sex – what did the midwife/doctor answer?  

(Feel free to write a lot.) 

If you chose to ask – what use did you got of the answer? (Feel free to write a lot.) 

If you chose not to ask about the child's sex – did you talk to the midwife/doctor about it? How? 

(Feel free to write a lot.) 

Was it an easy or difficult decision (to want, or refrain from, finding out the child's gender)?  

(Feel free to write a lot.) 

What motives were behind your choice (Feel free to write a lot.) 

Do you think of anything that speaks for or against finding out the child's sex at RUL?  

(Feel free to write a lot.) 

Have you experienced that others expected you to sex determine the child at RUL? Who and in what 

way? (Feel free to write a lot.) 

Would you like to tell something else about this issue? 

 (Feel free to write a lot.) 

 

  



 

Sex determined Not sex 

determined 

Mental preparation  

Sex determined Not sex 

determined 

Practical preparation 

Attachment 2 – Examples of Mind maps, Phase 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

K – Control/Checking needs   K – Control/Checking needs  

OÖ – Fear/handling of undesirable gender  

-  Afraid of "wrong" message   - Yet never a definite message 

 

P – Get to know the child   N/Ö – Curiosity/Surprise 

 - Facilitates the attachment   - Save the surprise to childbirth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

R/B – Clothes/Decor    R/B – Clothes/Decor 

 - Clothing purchase pink/blue   - Clothing purchase pink/blue 

 - Clothing purchase ruffled, lace/not  - Clothing purchases only gender neutral 

 - Hard to find unisex clothing   - Decorating children's room gender 

neutral 

 - Save clothes after siblings, or not 

 - Decor/Furnishings   G – Gender freedom 

- Avoid unconsciously making a difference 

e.g. for clothes purchases and furnishings 

  



 

Attachment 3 – Thematic map 1 

 



 

Attachment 4 – Thematic Map 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Preparations 

Practical 

Mental 

Normative 

Pregnancy 

Delivery 

Interpersonal 

Subversive 

Have time to process the 

disappointment of "wrong 

sex" before childbirth 

 Also undergoes other fetal 

diagnostics due to the uncertainty 

in the message 

 

 Siblings need time to 

accept "wrong sex" 

Curiosity 

 
 Checking needs 

Siblings want/need to know 

Mental problems like depression etc 

 

Facilitates the attachment 

Pregnancy feels more real 

Keep the 

surprise 

to 

childbirth 

Gives the child an identity 

 

Get to know the child more 

 

 The father becomes more involved 

 

Never a 

100% 

message An attempt to secure the marriage 

crisis 

 

Avoid un-

consciously 

making a 

difference 

 

Clothing purchases. Pink, 

lace, ruffles and dresses 

for girls, blue for boys 

 

Hard to find 

unisex clothes 
 Wanted the child's sex 

revealed in a cake = 

”gender reveal” 
Name choice 

 Save the older siblings' 

pink/blue clothes or not 

Interior design of children's 

rooms. Pink/Blue 

 Prevent 

other 

people 

from 

making a 

difference 

 Escape decor in boring 

neutral colours 

 Escape buying 

gender neutral 

 

Have time to provide 

against other people´s 

stereotypical approach 



 

Attachment 5 – Final Thematic Map 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Binary view of sex Practical 

pre-

paration 

Mental 

pre-

paration 

Pregnancy 

Delivery 

Interpersonal 

Have time to process the 

disappointment of "wrong 

sex" before childbirth 

Curiosity 

 
 Checking needs 

Facilitates the attachment 

Pregnancy feels more real 

Keep the 

surprise 

to 

childbirth 

Gives the child an identity 

 

Get to know the child more 

 

 The father becomes more involved 

 

Never a 

100% 

message 

An attempt to secure the marriage 

crisis 

 

Clothing purchases. Pink, 

lace, ruffles and dresses 

for girls, blue for boys 

 

Hard to find 

unisex clothes 

Name choice 

 Save the older siblings' 

pink/blue clothes or not 

Interior design of children's 

rooms. Pink/Blue 

 Escape decor in boring 

neutral colours 

 Escape buying 

gender neutral 

 

Have time to provide 

against other people´s 

stereotypical approach 


